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Show your pride this 
October when many 
planets sweep through 
lovely Libra and sexy 
Scorpio. Expect a few 

surprises in your love department when Venus 
retrogrades. A certain you-know-who could 
become a you-know-what 
LIBRA (0924-1023) Gay Libras with a love 
song in their heart will have to pay a few musi
cians to get it played. But as you gain the love 
of your life and the grand lifestyle you both 
seek, it is all worth it in the end...err isn't it? 
SCORPIO (1024-1122) Can you drum up the 
enthusiasm of the crowd and sway them 
to your way of thinking? Probably. But first 
decide if you want to be the leader of the 
Pride parade. Most gay Scorps are content 
to control things from behind the scenes. No 
chance now.
SAGIHARIUS (11.23-12.22) Who knew that 
you had such a large and adoring fan base? 
Gay Archers could be flattered to the point of 
arrogance, but try to hold your ego in check. 
Remember that you attract even more flies 
with sugar than with sass, or something like 
that.
CAPRICORN (1223-01.20) Pink Caps with 
nothing on their social calender soon fill it 
to overflowing. Enjoy your popularity surge 
and see how you can add to the excitement 
and the festivities. Wearing a lampshade on 
your head may be one way to do it, but I don't 
recommend it.
AQUARIUS (01.21-02.19) Have you been 
concentrating on your professional path, 
Aqueerius? Use your political acumen to cre
ate the right opportunity for advancement. You 
could just take some time off and coast, but 
why not do that after you get where you want? 
PISCES (02.20-0320) This is an excellent time 
to travel, Guppie. The idea is to expand your 
current space and experience some new plac
es and people. Or, try a new course of study. 
Take a yoga class or join a bookclub. Whatever

you do, make it totally new and unexpected. 
ARIES (0321-0420) Be prepared. You will have 
many many choices from the dating tasting 
menu, but try to be discerning and discreet 
Tiny things may have a way of blowing up, 
way out of proportion. Ah, I guess you can 
only dream that that will happen!
TAURUS (0421-0521) Current relationships 
need some tender loving care. Are you get
ting all that you need ? If not make inroads 
into longstanding issues. For queer Bulls on 
the hoof, trot over and explore some new 
pastures. You are ready to run with the best 
of them.
GEMINI (0522-0621) This time period is good 
for getting longstanding tasks completed and 
off your desk. You muster greater reserves of 
energy and concentration, for a change. Get 
moving on your projects before your attention 
is diverted and squandered. Oops. Too late. 
CANCER (0622-0723) Gay Crabs find ways of 
enjoying themselves. Good thing, too — you 
were getting too boring and fried from too 
much work. See what tasks you can defer 
and take some time to enjoy life. That does not 
mean leaving work at 5 rather than at 8.
LEO (0724-0823) Find any excuse to entertain 
at home. Pick from your flock and arrange a 
stimulating group for a stimulating evening. 
Proud Lions can become the talk to the town 
and the A-list invitation to receive. But, maybe 
you are angling for a lower letter?
VIRGO (0824-0923) There is a lot going on in 
your mind. Take some time to let your mind 
wander, relax and de-stress. Try not to agitate. 
Don't let nitpicky annoyances take up your 
mental bandwidth. Gain a new perspective 
and then take your act on the road.::
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info: Visitvvww.TheStarryEye.com for 
e-greetings, horoscopes and Pride jewelry.
My book "HerScopes: A Guide To Astrology 
For Lesbians " from Simon & Schuster is 
available at bookstores and major booksites.
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You mean they can read?
Porn filmmakers and real-life couple Cole 

Maverick and Hunter, popular on Xtube and 
other amateur sites for their bareback, three- 
way adventures with young and cute twinks, 
have written a book, available now in e-book 
format and out Oct. 31 in print. "Maverick 
Men; The True Story Behind the Videos" puts 
the couple's experiences into written form. 
The two have published a risque video trailer 
for the book. Unfortunately, we can't go into 
details here — it's all very not safe for work, 
or print for that matter. You can, however, look 
them up on your own (maverickman22 is their
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username on Xtube). Just don't say we didn't 
warn you.

Having fun now?
Nineteen-year-old Brit lad Kelz Sutherland 

managed to pocket a cool $135,000 from 10 
older, male victims after chatting with them 
on phone sex lines, getting them to talk about 
their fantasies of sex with teens and black
mailing them by threatening to report them to 
police. Now, a court has sentenced the young 
man to 45 months in prison. We wonder, how 
many older men will he be able to victimize 
there, or have the tables finally turned?
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Shoes & Boots 
(up to size 14)
Sexy Halloween Costumes 
Corsets
Clubwear, Bikinis 
and much more
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